This year marks the 72nd anniversary of the Palestinian Nakba. While the COVID 19 pandemic has made public, outdoor commemorations impossible, quarantine conditions must not silence collective expression and critique. Nakba commemorations this year are further burdened by an acute need to respond to the devastating violations of the “Deal of the Century”, and to ongoing, accelerated normalization of Zionism by Arab governments.

We invite you to commemorate the Nakba and forge a collective voice, individually, from homes, through short texts. Each piece should be 72 words—a word for each year of Palestinian exile.

Deadline for receiving Contributions is 5 June 2020, Contributions will be curated and published online through the Nakba Archive website and Aidoun

Please send your contributions to: Email: nakba72cov19@gmail.com
Or post it on facebook group: Nakba 72 & Covid 19